
CHAPTER III

THE USES OF CONF,LICT

Introduction

The early history of the west side organization reveals how the
-::as and resources which originated with Archie Hargraves and his
-:-reagues at the urban Training center were translated immediately
-:-_o an action setting wherein the initiative was given to, and received by,
:::n from the street society of the near west side. This compact state_
::=:rt reflects the style in which Hargraves, strom, Keating, Myers,
: =:edict and others moved into the program. W"SO was not the result of
. _engthy period of theoretical discussion, careful planning, exhaustive

-'-estigation of the situation, and consultation with established leaders
'- :he near west side community. It was very nearly the exact opposite

-: such a style of operation, which would have been considered antithet_
' ::l to the proposal with which Hargraves began, i. €" , to empower a

;r'oup of unemproyed black men from the community to act in response
-: iheir own needs in ways that they Mrere to decide were appropriate.

-:eir style was to begin with an action and let the results of that action
-=:ermine the form of the organization and the entire project.
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As was suggested in the previous chapter, this style was conso-

-=::r with the following convictions held by the urc consultants to wso:

- Dower is demonic until exercised by people in reaTizing essential

--.rLan needs; (2) creative social change could occur only as human needs

'-'= articulated and meanings expressed in an action situation in which
'.-: persons most directly affected by the action are in charge; (3) theory

' '--or,vs action, at least in a situation wherein the established orders of

"'= society serve to repress the human vitalities of an entire sector of

-= population. The initial discussions with uTC staff, as reported in

".==:ingrs "Log, " we"e brief and deliberately restrained as to tactics,

' ' :rder that nothing begin which would inhibit the real leadership of the

.::1e from emerglng. Moreover, during the early months of wso

" - -i-ity, whenever the white consultants of the WSO project \4rere ca11ed

-- -. meetings with non-wso elements--the executive committee and

:' =:'d structures that were ultimately responsible for UTCis and CCMS'

-:::mitment to the project--this insistence upon trust in the indigenous

.-:*:'e of leadership was articulated, even when the results of proposed

'-.-ons by WSO were not clearly predictable as to success or failure, 1

- :o the dangers of possible lega1 liability on the part of the sponsoring

-s '-tutio fls,z or to the likelihood of violence as the outcome. 3 Keating

- =:,crts a principled objection on his own part, and on that of Hargraves

lKeating, "Log, " p. BiB. 2rbid., ,, 3oo, 3Ibid. , p. 3ig.
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and strom, to convening such consultations, since it had the effect of

seemingly placing strictures upon the initiative of the cadre.l Whatever

ihe liabilities in the outcome, Keating and the others were firm in believing

:hat it was the cadremen who had the most at stake and who should be

entrusted with the leadership" The task of the originators, Keating

:r gued over and over again, was to launch the project, and to provide the

support of the cadre in the ways that support was needed according to

:heir lights, and not those of the sponsoring organizations.

This portion of the study focuses upon the actions by which the

-:ritiative was seized within the leadership of wso. ,rhe issue of major

:oncern in this early period was the challenge of wso to the hiring prac_

'-ces of Centennial Laundry, one of the largest service industries in the

:ommunity and a prominent employer of black labor on the near west

s-de' But this dispute was the occasion for a much wider involvement of

'::e leadership in various societal structures of the urban community.

',-hen WSO surfaced as it did, with an abrupt challenge to a major business

-:-istitution in its own neighborhood, the cadremen found themselves sud-

:enly thrust into a situation where immediate responses were required

-o counter-challenges, questions, threats, harassments, offers of assis_

":"nce, court orders, pressure tactics, offers to mediate, individual

-:"ievances, spying, jealousy, and widespread public attention generated

t&ig. , p. xvi.
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by the news media" some of these stimuli came from the management of
Centennial Laundry itself. But they came as well from many other
sources, as the very brief outline below will indicate.

what fo110ws is a list of the type of institutions or groups
encountered as a result of wso's action against centennial Laundry

'vith (a) a capsule description of the ingredients of that encounter, and
co) an indication of the kind of issue which it raised for wso.
:. service industr

a. white-owned; situated,in black neighborhood;.employer ofblack labor; race relations .""o"jorticra1iy",;;;;". ownerand manager claim to be sympathetic to blacks.b' can ghetto brack men meet qualifications for responsibleemployment in service industry ?

/.
a. white, liberal ministe"s an?.ehEtian laymen from highexecutive management in industry and ut:.i;.ty ;;";;rations;commitment to innovation in ministry and inner city; account_ability to church constituency; real funds and politicalinfluence to risk.
b. how to retain genuine interest and support from this groupand yet demonstrate independence of control?

3" black milita

-

+t qrg?nization on west sidea.ideo1ogica11y"gmhip',hungry,,forfo11owing
among ghetto "grass roots, " p""""ir.ing an opening for them,with wso people undertaking direct action against CentennialLaundry,

b. how to demonstrate appropriate militancy without acceptingintrusive ideology and leadership, and without alienating themilitants completely ?

-i. white-Ieadership within WSO
a. stroffi activist participants attempting toundergird WSO leadership.
b' how to emerge as genuine black leade^rs without rejectingwhite presence and assistance at staff level ?
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5. mediating organizations from cifleqd church agencies
a. black and white persons expeiffirelations and

mediation; liberal and often sympathetic to wso cause.b' how to enter negotiating process as representative of interests
which are articulated not as bargaining positions, but expres-
sions of right ?

6. local communit), constituenclr
a. unempl0yed younger men and women; people with grievances

against centennial Laundry_; people with imag", of "street
bums and addicts"; more "respectable" elerients of the
community intrigued by wso and able to offer leadership
and help; people serving as "double agents" for the raundry
and other community institutions.

b" how to name and recruit the "real" people of the community,
e. g" , WSO! s constituency ?

,iii

'tli
lrl
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In the analysis which follows an attempt will be made to under-

score the dramatistic qualities of events and encounters, and to probe

:or the structures of accountability which were created by the responses

of the black leadership of wso. The "modeI" of dramatistic analysis

outlined in Chapter I is employed throughout, even though there is no

ittempt to refer to particular elements of the model at each juncture.

The Symbolic Target

When Chester Robinson was contacted by Blutcher Bryant and

fonald Keating in a near west side pool room and asked for his response

,o the idea of forming an action group of black men to work on problems

--,i employment, his immediate reply was to identify the Centennial Laundry

=s a target within the community which represented the employment prob-

-ems of black men. centennial employed, as a matter of fact, mostty

-'ack persons within its large Roosevelt Road plants. But it would not
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:mploy them at a standard of pay such that they could do more than subsist

-r their present low economic status. Nor could they hope to rise to a

-evel of dignified responsibility within the company, This was Robinsonrs

:-erception of the problem and it quickly won acceptance among the small

:roup of men that were coming together initially under Hargravest lead-

=:ship.

Thus the chief issue for WSO became established immediately

:ct as the problem of unemployment, but of dignified employment. Black

:::en and women could find work at Centennial, but not dignified work,

:::eaning work for which the standard of reward for loyalty and enterprise

,\-:,s a middle class income and visible responsibillty. In everything else

---at WSO was to undertake in the area of employment, this was the funda-

:::ental standard" In its employment program WSO was reluctant to channel

:iack men into jobs paying lower than $2.00 per hour in 1g64, for that

'-cu1d mean they were working for less than subsistence, which was the

: :.me thing as being a slave. It would be better to live off the "capita]"

=:crued through the labor of poor people in the past and dispensed by the

.c\rernment in paltry dribbles in the form of welfare. That, at least, was

. portion of what black men and women were due, and there was no shame

-:r them in taking what was due them after centuries of exploitation. But

.: work again in a servile occupation, holding no chance for meaningful

:--dvancement, no opportunity for increased responsibility, regardless of

.le qualifications of the person, was to revert to subjugation in the
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,roite manrs economy"

This became wso's ideology of employment which it expressed

';ain and again in speeches, articles and negotiations in the early months
-: the organization' And there can be no question that it was the meaning
-- iheir prolonged action program against centennial Laundry, But it is
-:::portant not only to understand this to be the content of an action program

's conceived in the minds of a few leaders, but to observe how it became
r--' meaning which was embraced and embodied in the public actions which

::tk place in the first weeks and months of the grouprs existence.

By July 16, 1964, a sma1l organization with the ful1 name

-lre west side organization for Full Employment,, had come into being"
--:'eady it had ordered some buttons, printed up application blanks for

::r'sons who were 100king for jobs and who would agree to help others
- - :1e 'same situations through the organ ization, and distributed severar
"--:usand handbills throughout the community announcing the existence and
-::entions of the new group. what follows in this analysis is a description
':i interpretation of the further public actions by which wso's particular
:':nce on the issue of empl0yment was established and its role enacted.
-:-e particular elements of this action are summ arized as follows:

1' the "investigation, of the centennial operationZ' public community meetings on the Centennial issue3. ehallenges to WSO over leadership4. formation of a strategy
b. direct ,'militant" 

action
6' negotiations with centennial and various ,'mediators,,
7" attempts to mobilize city-wide and even nation-wide support
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-. the investigation

The data on this action is drawn entirely from the report made

:1' Eobert strom concerning the inception of wso's campaign against

centennial Laundry' strom and Blutcher Bryant paid a visit to the plant
:r August 12, L964. This was actually the third time wso had ca1led

'lere' on an earlier call Donald Keating, a white man, had asked routine
1-lestions of the management and had received what he recorded as an
::lcouraging response on the ownerrs part to the proposal for a program
-- aiding the unempl0yed on the west side by improving their empl0yment
::'ospects. However, on an even earlier ca1l, Blutcher Bryant, a 10ca1

r:an, had been rebuffed by the plant manager. Furthermore, foI10wing
:-:s suspicions, chester Robinson had checked with a number of people
i'ho had worked at the laundry. He reported on people who had begun work

': s1.04 per hour, and had risen to $1.1g per hour after four years. Thus
':le centennial operation was already under suspicion within 14/so for being

'l expl0iter of black labor when strom and Bryant kept their appointment.

stromrs report dwelt upon the alleged degradation of the black

"'crkers within the plant which he and Bryant had witnessed. r Thu black
:-en and wornen were said to be treated by their white bosses in a servile
:=shion" That is, they were routinely ca1led by their first names, or
:':ierred to as "boy, " or the circumstances of their private lives were

1mio., pp. zB3-36.
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:,i-3osed to the strangers by the manager. For example, one u/oman was
:_.:sented to Strom and Bryant in this way: ,,This is Mi1lie; her husband-. '' bum and she needs this job. Right Millie ?,, The visitors were told
'=- individuals who went on weekend drunks w.ere kept on as 10ng as they

: =:-a..,ed themselves during four days of the week. Members of families
=:'s hired as favors to those already empl0yed at centennial. sma,1

-::ns and other favors provided by the management a,Iegedly served to
=:-<ender dependency of the employees upon the bosses. Lie detector tests
'":re required of empl0yees suspected of being responsible for the 10ss
:- garments' Double time cards \^/ere alleged1y used to permit payment
:: overtime work on straight time rates. Neighborhood children u/ere
*:'ed for a few cents daily to ride laundry trucks in the black neighborhood.
.:-ere were no grievance procedures except through the owner or members
:- ris family who were empl0yed at high management positions.

strom reported that Bryant raised wlth the plant manager the
-'-:stion of black route drivers on Centenniarrs trucks. The issue provoked. :'scussion, with some heat, between the two men, with strom reporting"--a: the manager was forced to admit that not one of Centennial,s drivers
'-:s a black man, nor had there ever been a black man driving for the firm,*-s reasons were' according to strom, that no qualified black drivers-,:r ever presented themselves for one of these jobs, and that if one ever:-l ' the company could not hire him because of the unwillingness of the

-='''ds of families to a11ow their wives to have direct dealings at their doors
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with black men' Black men were largely unfit to do a job which untrained
white men do' and they could not be trusted with white women , or atleast,
';he white man's belief that they could not be trusted had to be respected.
such were the classic explanations for centennial,s employment record of
:he more than forty years of doing business in a black neighborhood.

The laundry actually had done business in the neighborhood
si'nce 1889' Black people had lived there for more than half of that period.
of thirty-two routes driven by centennial's empl0yees, at least eight.were
:'n the black community itself. A good route driver could earn three and
even four times the amount paid to laborers inside the laundry plant.
Furthermore, it was the driver who represented the company in its face_
:o{ace dealing with the public' with the route trucks came responsibility
for large daily cash transactions and visibility as a trusted man in a real
ousiness enterprise"

This was the substance of the report written by strom and given
before the next meeting of wso 10ya1ists who were pl0tting the early
:ourse of the fledglirg orgaaization. A few observations relating to roles
sssumed and procedures undertaken are important. First, the visit was
r:ade intentionally to obtain the information with which to act directly
rgainst centennial. Though it had been mentioned as a target in the first
3'nversation between Keating, et. a,. r ofld chester Robinso* relative
ro the forming of an organization of the unempl0yed, for nearly two months
fr:SO had eonducted a different type of actjon, namely, Iooking for specific
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job opportunities to offer to the men (and to the women, too) who came

through its doors. Many businesses and industries in and out of the

reighborhood had been solicited for jobs, with wSo men camying the

story of a new type of group forming in the ghetto, not a job agency, but

: committed community of men helping one another to "make it" in the

.ough area of finding and keeping jobs. This was the meaning of Keating's

--r'st call at centennial. But Bryant and Strom were after evidence.

Second, they acted in a tandem, black and white together. It

','as a stated policy, adopted from the beginning, that black men were to

-=ad in WSO, choose their goals, speak for themselves, but have at their

-"-ie as an a1ly a white man, who represented the power black men were

-=ried. Though this may seem a naive and rather primitive act of con-

. --ous symbolization, it was actually very important within wSo on

= ='.-eral accounts. It introduced into every encounter with persons in

.-:hority, both white and b1ack, the issue of whether to speak from authority

-- :he white man, or to the black. when, as was usual, the white man

.-s addressed as being the proper person to reckon with, the opportunity

.-s presented and usually taken to insist that it was the black man to

,-otn matters of importance must be addressed. This meant, furthermore,

'.=, the black man was urged, against long ingrained habit in many cases,

*peak for himself rather than standing back and letting the white man

-:i-r. This was clearly operating in the encounter at Centennial reported

-Strom. Bryant had been put off by an earlier attempt to make an
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=ppointment with centennial. Arriving with strom he was included in
.:-e tour of the facility, and he was the one who broached the most touchy

=lcl injurious issue of all, the question of route drivers.
Furthermore, the black and white together symbolization in

'-:nost every public encounter meant that the cadremen themselves had
- ceal with the issue of whether they rea1ly were or were not ,,under 

the
---'mb" of the white man. This question was asked of them again and
'" iilr, in different ways, by persons curious about the new organization

':-: its program. probably it was a question the cadremen asked them_
j=-''-es, although no data exists to demonstrate this. yet it was agonized
":r in staff sessions when, as we will see, the increasingly subtle
ssibilities of control from beyond the community had to be reckoned

-:ir' And finaIly, wso cadremen had to meet a challenge from militant
---ces in the west side community that their organization was tainted,
-i even hopelessly compromised, by the presence of white with blacks

'-' ihe top' " The challenge, reported be10w, forced wso to reflect and

':-de on an issue which they might otherwise have faced only in its
-:-.icit1y ideological setting--i. e", whether blacks can lead whites and
. be "taken in" "

It is of some significance, I believe, that the report of the
- '-estigation" was written by strom. For several years it remained

= that matters requiring the writing of statements, proposals,
-* even some news stories in the West Side Tor.ch w.ere usually

reports,

written
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:-'- ivhite consultants or uTc trainees assigned to the organization. The
--:'st letter to the community announcing wso,s existence and aims was
':"itten by Neil Shadle, a white UTC trainee. The first letter written for

::-e organization attempting to express the feelings of its constituencv
r:out the welfare program was written by Keating.

After graduating from Elmhurst college, pat stock, a young
' ::-..te woman' began working as a volunteer at wso in 1g65, and she

- =:nained with the organization longer than any white person other than::b strom' Her chief task during the several years of her tenure was to
=:-t and produce the West Side Torch, WSO,s community newspaper.
-{=r" departure from that position coincided with the passing of fu11 respon-
=-:i,ity for these writing chores to members of the community, a change
-::' which she deserves much credit. At the time of the centennial activity,
.:d for some time thereafter;-ho\Irever, the scribes of WSO were almost
'--,rays white, though the spokesmen were officially and (more and more)
.:tually black,

-. public hearings

The next step for wso was to announce and to hold public com-*:unity "hearings,' on Centennial,s employment policies. These w.ere
:rnounced throughout the neighborhood by leaflet. They w.ere held on
*"-ednesday nights in a setting resembling, in some details, a store-front
::urch meeting' songs were sung--not gospel, but freedom songs.
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Testimonies were heard--not of ,spirltual" transformations, but of the

;'ictories" wso had wrought in finding jobs or dealing with problems

::ought through its doors. Orations were delivered by one of the leaders,

-:' sometimes by several" Announcements of events sponsored, or

=pDroved of, by WSO were given, And a kind of altar call was issued for
:op1e willing and ready to "get committed" to wso and its program.

.::e fuller exposition of this pattern is presented later in these pages,

-:-i it may be that in the beginning the form was not as fu11y developed

.-= -,.rhen, in 1966, my own field study was undertaken.

What was certainly included, in addition to the enthusiasm and

- '--r'ing, was an opportunlty for poor people to speak up and be heard

- ==arding their grievances with centennial Laundry, in particular, and

.-= employment system in general, A number of these spoken complaints

::'e recorded by Keating as the week by week pattern of meetings devel_

'::j" What was conveyed by them is a recital of victimization suffered

- :eople who have only their labor and occasionally modest ski1ls to

": as a counter in bargaining with employers. None of those who spoke

- -='"',- of any advocates of their position who could be counted upon to
- -:'sue their rights and their needs. This was true although everyone

---'had worked with centennial's operation was forced to belong to a

' -. l)1 and contribute to it out of their meagre earnings. Not one instance

' =S ieported of the union acting in any other role than as the "sweetheart"

- ":e management.
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It is not difficult to interpret the symbolic significance of a
grievance session such as wso held every wednesday night just a few
doors away from the Centennial plant. It is, to be sure, an oft-u_sed

means of organizingby a union or political group. But its setting affects
the significance to some extent, The gathering was not of workers within
the industry, but of community members, some of whom had formerly
rvorked in centennial, or had relatives who did so, but who were mostly
in the category of persons excluded even from the jobs that existed at

centennial. very few of them were regurar customers of the laundry,

either, for obvious economic reasons. centennial had customers and

laundry delivery routes within the west side community, but these were
not the people who felt the offense of Centennial's power and exclusion.

WSO was gathering a constituency of those who had been left out.

The attempt to create such a constituency and to encourage the

articulation of grievances is a means of shifting the meaning of who

these people were and what they represented from that of persons who

bore the stigma of having no worth, because the economic power in their
community declared them to have none, to that of persons who could

speak and be regarded by others as persons of worth. such an obvious

device is important because of the power of an economic institution in
our society to convey or deny the alL important assurances of worth.
But if the economic institution itself is discredited, if its procedures

are revealed as i1Iega1, dishonest or wicked, then its power to convey
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-:' deny status is also discredited.

This analysis is not intended to ignore the importance of the
::'ead and butter" economic power of centennial Laundry and of wso,s

_ =::tpaign for better jobs within the industry. This was, of course, the
-'-ef goal 0f the action. But the fact of the matter is that few, if any,
- ::10se who came to wso meetings or who participated in the action

' ;:inst centennial would ever reap an economic gain from a change in
'-'=' industry's policies" welfare mothers might hope that their sons
' - --cl someday earn eight to ten thousand dollars per year driving a' -:k for centennial, as would some of the younger men who joined wso.
: -: -n the process by which wso pursued its campaign against the largest
':-'-'-ice industry in the neighborhood there was a reinterpretation of the
' -:-'co1s of power and worth as defined by the presence of an economic

. ,_:ution which discriminated against the black poor.

The community meetings served another purpose in those early
' - '--hs of activity, one which had disappeared by the time my ow.n obser_
' -:n and participation began in 1g65" plans and strategy \Mere discussed
'- :'atified ln the open meetings. The demands to be pursued against

, -. -_ennial were decided upon therein, as well as the next actions to be

'-'-=:r by the group' Even then, to be sure, a great amount of strategic
-..-ling took place in the staff sessions, and more and more the decision_

":-eg function of the open meeting became a ceremonial acceptance of
. -- decisions. This was not strictly true at the beginning, however.
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I iore important, the public decision process always remained the counter
.r-ih which WSO cadremen played for more time, and for avoiding hard
:ommitments in bargaining and mediating sessions" The staff could not

':r for the "community,'r and all decisions had to be returned to the
r ednesday night gathering for discussion and decision"

This process was a matter of strong principle to Keating, and
: =:haps to strom, as wel1, since the founding vision of wso was one in
i:--ch the power to lead was reposed in ,'the people, ,, meaning the poor

':-i disinherited themselves, without whom power could only be used
:=::onicaIly. Keating and others frequently expressed distress and
:-*':ppointment over the gradual disappearance of real decision making
:-'--3r the community as awhole, and eventually even from the community,s
._=:ied members of WSO's Community Council,

For the cadremen, who eventually ceased bothe::ing with the
. ::'cess of referring decisions to the community meeting, the open
:.:-sron making was not without real significance, even in its later stages.

" ;'as a means of testing their skills of leadership within such a constit-
":::-\-. They were obliged to win a following through the means of persua_
: - - r.j a requirement which did not disappear when the community forum no

r-:3r was used in that way.

. challenses

-

The responses to the sudden activity on the part of a few loca1
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olack men and their white allies against a long established west side

enterprise were instantaneous and uniform in tactic. To counteract the

::tilitants, so it was believed, one must get to their leadership, i. e" , the

,r-hite man, Strom. The owner and the plant manager of the laundry were

,::.e first to react in this way precisely" They came to WSO's storefront

,::e day after notices were peddled throughout the community announcing

. public meeting on August 19, LjG , to discuss centennialrs hiring

:::icies. The two men demanded to speak to Strom and were informed

.:=.r he, in fact, did not speak for the cadre. There was an angry exchange

,:-d the Centennial people 1eft.

Within a few days word was received from the executive offices

- - :he chicago city Missionary society that certain of its prominent

..'-:cutive committee members, men who were high in the management

:- -rdustrial and utility corporations downtotrMn, had been catled by the

: i:rer of Centennial and i.nformed of what their employee, Bob Strom,

.s doing with a following of black residents of the near west side. The

--'eat made to the society was direct--cal1 off strom, or face a suit

- -':-rght by the laundry. strom and Keating were cal1ed to a meeting of

. -=''v of the executive committee members to explain what was happening.

--=--e the two consultants made their point, that it was wrong for them to

" ; -'peaking for the cadre. The entire WSO project was devoted to finding

.:: enabling leadership to emerge from among the men on the streets.

l '-:''- therefore had to be the ones to state WSOI s cause. Another meeting
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-'i;as arranged wherein Bryant and Robinson were brought in to interpret
,r-hat it was that they were trying to bring about in the challenge against

centennial" The result of that meeting was that the top leadership of the

Society was drawn into the struggle. The meeting did not end the attempt

:i certain members of the executive committee to extricate themselves

=rd their employed staff, strom and Keating, from wso and its activities.
?ut the chairman and his closest associates were from this point on

-::rvi11ing to slip out of the controversial experiment in this way. They

'-ad been impressed by the cadrements representation of their case"

irey knew that they had to keep a majority of the board with them in
:,:'der not to lose their opportunity to heip WSO, and this meant maintaining

--les of communication and trust with the leadership of w.so.

Thus foreshortened, the story of wsors lengthy engagement

t-ith the representatives of the church and business establishment seems

''::remarkable' But a great deal more was occuming within the counsels

:: wso itself as the result of its prolonged experience of gaining and

::aintaining allies among these prominent white supporters from other

:--!"eas of the urban society. As was said, the key Ieaders in cCMS \^rere

:; -iickly intrigued and sincerely committed to the project of fostering

.i.ese new expressions of leadership on the near west side" But they

'i'ere necessarily restive about the structures of accountability that could

: e established bretween wso and the institutions they represented. The

' so leadership, for its part, was skeptical of the motives of some of
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:1ese persons, questioning always wrretrr*.there could be interest and

-cmmitments of funds, political influence, prestige, and energies,
i":ihout the existance also of the subtle desire to control. At the same
"-:ne the cadremen w'ere anxious to enhance the public significance of
,', SO itseU through contact wrth these groups, and they were obviously
:-:edful 0f their financial support to carry the program forward. The
.=sk was how to be truly independent, though bound with influential and
: c-,v erful people in Chi.cago.

The cadremen played this rore by relying upon the commitments
:: Keating and strom to submit themselves to the discipline of the organ-
--::ion in its decision making process. The two white consurtants were
_-=ar1y in the middle between the board of CCMS, with its power to cut
':- funds and withdraw the services of its staff empl0yees from the area
-- action on the near west side, Donald Benedict and Archie Hargraves

"::e also essential to the process of interpretation between the board
=-i wso' From time to time signals were received from ,,downto\arn,,

':out the difficulties the board was having justifying its continued support
:::- wso in its direct action campaign against a legitimate business
-:eration' There w"ere various attempts to set the limits beyond which
: lus support could not venture. Picketing in front of the laundry itself
i :'s one such highly sensitive issue and there were attempts to require
:':ating and strom to urge the organization to cease this activity before
= *-t was brought against ccMS. But Keating insisted that the option
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oi whether to retract the pickets was not at aI1 their ow.n, The decision

::-ad been made by the cadre and ratified within the community meeting,

ind their only choice was to stick it out or leave the scene, Keatingrs
'I-og" reveals no instances of wavering on the essential point--leadership

:elonged within the community, and the outsiders could participate on

::rat basis only" ccMS chose to stay in until they were eventually bound

:'.- a civil suit, Then it became the task of ccMS to prove the actual
::dependence of the cadre from any influence and direction from the society.

The fuller story of WSO's courtship and persuasion of its white
-'beral "constituency" will be developed in relation to the responses

;[So made to a direct challenge from the black militant left, and in relation
::r llis various attempts at mediation between the adversaries in the laundry

"'spute.

=. developing a strateglz

With 5,000 leaf,ets, WSO announced to the community an open

:::eting on August 19, to plan a strategy of action against centennial
- .:ndr}. In the meantime, another challenge to the leadership had been

;"=:erved at wso headquarters, this time from a prominent and politically
::"nected black minister in the Lawndale area several miles west of WSO,
":o announced that he had been asked by the centenni.al management to

'-:-:ervene in the dispute" He had asked to meet wlth Bob strom (again)

-.: ::is church office to try to get to the bottom of the dispute. This
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::eant that wso had to respond with some version of its demands upon
- entennial prior to the open meeting. To this end it was decided that
-:e preliminary demands would be for one-fourth of the route driver
:rsitions in centennialrs operation, with the hiring to bg done in wso,s
=adquarters" Blutcher Bryant, John crawfordr a.od Bob strom urere
:et to make this representation to the minister-spokesman.

This encounter produced very 1itt1e beyond a clear indication
'-:: centennial was already greatly exercised over the impending direct
::-:on campaign and was prepared to use pressures and threats of various

'--:-is' First' the minister 1et it be known that both he and the centennial
r-llagement were welr connected politically and wso could expect dif_
-- :;ity in relation to the police and/or other public agencies in any
=':=:npt it might make to gain a lega, status as a bargaining agent.

=-' ertheless, he said, centennial was prepared to be reasonable and
'=* rndicated a willingness to begin training two black men for the route
-:s in exchange for an end to harassment by \,ySO. Furthermore, he
-;id be empowered to act as negotiator with the organ ization. The wso

- :-:resentatives took this information back to the staff meeting and
' :-:rediately informed the minister that his services as mediator and
:'otiator were rejected" wsors public meeting would go on as scheduled.

shortly thereafter wso was visited by a succession of building
i"-: electrical inspectors from the city, plus a delegation of police who
':'e checking on wso's policies as an empl0yment-finding agency"
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,l1en the police left wso's premises they went immediately down the

=::eet to the Centennial p1ant. A call to the district police headquarters

:=nealed no record of an investigation ordered or reported by its officers"

ISO suspected that the police were sent into WSO on orders from someone

:;:side the normal chain of command, wso was also called by a repre-

*=::ative from the cityts Commission on Human Relations on a report

:.-,=: they were trylng to start a strike at Centennial Laundry. A11 of this

:::::rt to the cadremen that they had struck a sensitive nerve in the

l::rennial operation and that they had every reason to continue. The

x-r-ic meeting was held and WSO's position formally adopted. The

:i::z:nal demands were as follows:

1. Eight routemen were to be hired immediately by centennial.
2. The black minister was rejected as a mediator.
3. The owner of Centennial was asked to meet with the people of

WSO at the next community meeting.

By the next meeting date the owner of the laundry had rejected

; jemands and made Liis calls to the employers of Bob strom. The

n:::i.ng then took the following further actions:

1. Negotiations with Centennial were to continue.
2. The neighborhood was to be organized for possible direct action.
3. A plan was to be worked out for a selective patronage campaign.

But before the next scheduled community meeting on September 2,

lne =iversary had changed from a lion to an agreeable puppy. The owner,

::u":'*sh his attorney, proposed an agreement with WSO in which the

:nr--:;"-ing proposals were made:
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.--=- 1" Two black routemen would be hired immediately and paid
$80 per week while training.

2. More black routemen wourd be taken on as positions becameavailable, with wso recommendees given preference whenthey qualified.
3. No wso recommendee would be fired from centenniar withoutfirst consultlng wso, and his successor would also be takenfrom WSO's recommendees.
4" wso could discuss centennialrs labor policies at any time,including any matters not specifically restricted to labor/management relations.
5. centennial would take on a wso man immediately if he wereable to show experience as a presser.
6' The centennial management would join a west side employer'scouncil to work with WSO"

The reaction in WSO ranged from elation to, ,,Itrs;ust 
too good

: be truel " The community meeting already scheduled was held, and

-:ntennial's offer accepted as something to be given a triar, It seemed

=: if the centennial conflict might end then and there,

In a few short r'eeks, however, wso perceived that the agree-
:-:nt was a ho110w one. wso recommendees had not been hired, having

- =:n found unsuitabre according to centennialrs standards, Moreover,

' " 
hite man had been recently taken on as a driver when he quit his route

': rvith another laundry. one black man had been taken into training
.s a routeman, but he was the son of another employee. So WSO announced
'r:= resumption of its campaign against centennial, reiterating its original
':-..&od for eight route jobs, and that centennial conduct its hiring
,siness within WSOIs office.

At this

-:n taken in by

point there was tension in the staff as to how WSO had

an outfit like centennial. Robinson declared that he
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N been skeptical about the laundryts settlement from the start but had
gone along with the white consultants, who had responded naively to
centennial's t'trickelation. 

" Moreover, he had received the information
that the abortive agreement had been engineered from ,,downtown, ,, i. e.,

' :hrough intervention from the higher-ups of the ccMS Board_-wsors
rllies' rn exchange for the promise to rein in their obstreperous employee,
Bob strom' centennial had promised ccMs to make the accessions de_
scribed in the proposal. It is not clear from Keatingrs notes how this
charge was verified, if it ever w'as, But it became accepted as truth and
?ras never denied by the chicago city Missionary society.

r ' The issue over leadership within wso shifted from the assignment
of, blame over who had precipitated the premature accession to centenniar,s
agreement, ,' to the nature of the strategy itself. This became a point

of testing over the goals wso ought to pursue and the methods it should
:ise in the Centennial action project. Not surprisingly, it was a testing
i the 1oca1, black leadership against the outside, white leadership
m:thin \MSO.

rn the early weeks of the action program at wso white activists
:ad been drawn into the \MSO cause. Two of them in particular, Lee
Eebb and clayton Hewett, were seasoned veterans of community organi_
:ation and activism. rt was they who argued in the early staff meetings
n-at the seope of wso's grievances against centennial should not be so
:Errow as to concentrate upon a few driverrs positions. The conditions
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- re workers inside the plant had been found to be deplorable. person
::" person was coming into wso with grievances which they believed

: j:lselves to have suffered as employees of the firm. Centennial was
-: of several large laundry operations in the inner city which ought to

: ' '':tacked' It represented a system wherein ]arge seryjce jnstjtutions
_ :d off the cheap labor and patronage of the residents, but gave nothing
: -rstantial in return. The strategy of wso should be directed, they argued,
-. io obtaining a few higher paying positions, but toward instigating a
:-;e public response against the total injustice of the situation. cen_

':-::ia' was providing \^/so with an excellent organizing issue. The last' '-:rg ivso should hope for was a victory it would win at the expense of
_ =::iennial. The more Centennial resisted, the more it could be portrayed
'.-' :he representative of an evil system which had to be changed, and the.--r:'e wsors prominence as an organizing force could be enhanced.

Against this argument chester Robinson was adamant. rn fact,- .= lssue provoked a near break in the unity of the staff when, during one
-'--:h discussion, Robinson stalked out of the meeting in high anger and

=s only later retrieved through Stromrs intercessions. Robinson,s
,--_ets were as follows:

1" He knew that the interest of the community was not uponlarge issues of corrupti;" ;".exploitatiorr, nrt upon the one"bread and butte" , i";;" 
", *13rn." ;;.il;; were goingto be open to local men; Hewett, Webb, ut 

"f" simply didnot understand the west side community.
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2' There was reason behind the management of centennialattempting to get wso concerned a50ut the whole plant asan issue. The union for plant workers was, he aIleged,a company union with crime syndicate connections" If ,vsowere to take on the union direltly, the syndicate could take." care of the trouble-makers for sure. n"oln"or. believedthis to be, in fact, Centenniar'" 
"i".iug;";;:."se he hadidentified certain people who were making these exact sug_gestions at the open meetings to be spies"from centennialitself.

3' The people actually working within centenniar were notblacks from the near west Eio", but uncle io*". rn otherwords' they were not the real people wso ""p""""nted orshould try to he1p.

It is hard to assess the various points Robinson was making
-:: this instance" There is no question that some of them w.ere simple
-'ietor-ical strategies to put off the suggestions of outsiders with whom
' : disagreed. Robinson could "know" what concerned the ,,real,, people,
=-:td the white consultants could not.

:tore authoritative indication of the

On the other hand, WSO later received

like1y syndicate connections of an

-;'rfit like centennial from the mouth of a prominent black judge of the
: ederal court who observed, in a meeting between wso leaders and the

-'ilicago commission on Religion and Race, that if centennial was not
-'--ndicate connected, it wourd be the only major laundry in that area that
,-aS nOt.

In any case, Robinsonrs argument was accepted and the broader,
--Linsky*style, method of organi zation around an issue provided by the
-rtagonist himself was not to be wsors strategy. The same contention

=opeared again in community meetings and in other strategy consultations;
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{""'uhy 
should wso be concerned with high paying jobs for a very few while

:he masses suffer ? But the staff was united thereafter on that point"
-{nd in one recorded instance, a 10ca1 man attending the wso public

=eeting answered the argument himself. The meeting was one in which
Centennialts lawyer had come to explain a mediating position his clients
:-ad agreed upon in a negotiating session with the chicago commission
:l Human Relations. The lawyer w.as a white man, Mr. p., who succeeded
-'t enraging the entire company present with his protestations of 1iberalism
=::d anti-racism on behaU of his client and himself. Mr. C., a former
=:lPloYee of Centennial spoke up:

- Mr" c. : you said centennial Laundry hires eighty per cent Negroinside. They do the menial";obs, not the ones with
Mr. p', flrTll:xi?'##; jgr zso,;*" close there wilr be 2b0
Mr. c., t'# ffitr,i:T#i:'"",,ffi r#"*i:ii*$,. death
Mr. p", fii,J;:J*iifi; # JJXT";i"#l;;;; .",.n mee,ing ?Mr' c' ; No, r oion't. rri i"ii ;ffi# r never saw any notice

;:;"{#""H:". r never heard or a ur,.on 
"tJ*""o. oh,

not the *o"t 
"""l3me 

ladx picked by r donrt know who--

wso was not after improvements within the plant operation for"'-':ir ourn people, but the breaking of a pattern which was felt as oppressive.
-.-:iuded in that oppressiveness were the standards of qualification by
' :-:ch centennial claimed to be a "fair opportunity emp,0yment,, firm,
' ' andards which effectively excluded the black men of the ghetto,

'&gg. , p, L26.
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,,.eentennia1 
required, among other things, that its drivers be bondable

'"-ith no criminal record, that they have a continuous and satisfactory

=:nployment record (no gaps), and that they be living within the bonds of
-':spebtable marriage, Further, they were required to ,'pass', 

a Iie
:':tector test on the facts that appeared in their empl0yment applications.
Fulfill all of these requirements,', said Centennial, ,,and your race will

-:'ovide no bamier to your employment. "

Though there certainly are young men in the ghettos who could

-..-fi11 all of these requirements, they apparently had never presented

:-emselves to centennial Laundry for the job of routeman. But more to
.:--e point, these were not the men for whom wso sought to speak and to
:::' The man educated in the streets of the west side could never establish

'--:nself to the satisfaction of standards like those centennial required, if
-::1y because a perfect record with the police is very hard to maintain for
=::r- ghetto boy who has not been kept indoors alI of his 1ife. Moreover,
'--e prerequisite of experience and a good employment record functioned

=s a vicious cycle to prevent willing workers from gaining experience

=ld maintaining continuous employment. In short, Centennial,s fair
=:nployment policy was an act of "trickelation,, by which abre_bodied men,

-:pable of driving a truck, managing simple cash transactions, and

-'estraining their lust at the sight of a housewife in curlers and apron,
L'ere blocked out of gainful employment in their own community for the
.'eason that they were black.
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t" This accounts for the second major demand which wso sought
.c impress upon centennial in addition to the hiring of black routemen.
I: rvas to allow wso to decide who was qualified to drive for the laundry.
-;l-SO would select and recommend applicants, and Centennial was

=-':oected to impose no further hurdles to their ernployment, but to give
:_-:m a chance when an opening occurued.

This would seem an outrageous demand for a community organi_
- 1:lon' or even a union, to make upon firms, except in situations where
: __j.m can hire only union approved apprentices, WSO was asking, in
.:::=ct, to perform this function for the laundry__to stake its reputation
:: 3 responsible community organization on finding and qualifying men
, : -' .he work at Centennial. Of course, WSO had no reputation yet to
-=::rd, but it was intent on forcing centennial to make an important
._::ssion to black leadership in the ghetto, namely, that it was capable
:: *etermining the fitness of a candidate for a job in exactly those areas

'i-rich white management was incapable, i. e., in positions where
::''lrrs of character and culture are decisive, rather than a minimal ski1l.

perhaps it is an article of faith within the business community
,. -ower c1ass, poorly educated, undisciplined men with bad police

' - ::'ds, maritar histories, and employment recommendations are not
': =cted to be, and should not expect themselves to be, rewarded with

: : -' of the kind which might offer the worker the incentive to achieve
: '-3r"y things required of him as an applicant. wso undertook to
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::ral1enge that faith by transvaluating and transcending the images of

--s people which were laid upon them by institutions like Centennial,

-::d by some of the sympathetic liberal institutions of the church and

:--,-ic establishment, as we1l.

Thus, for "Iower c1ass, " wsors rhetoric would most often

=":"cstitute the term "poo" people, " which carries the unspoken evaluation

:- = people victimized in relation to the rest of society. The old adage,

-: is no shame to be poor, " does not translate readily into, ,'It is no

:-:-.rne to be lower class. " "poor people" are real people, forgotten and

*=:: behind, often enough by formerly "poor people" who have become

:--ddle class, " obviously an appelation of some scorn. A "Iower class"

:::'son may be so because he "deserves" nothing better. No one ,,deserves,,

"- :e poor"

wso was quite clear that to be "poorly educated" as a Negro was

ir::::].er form of victimization, although the rhetoric and the content of

: -.: :K power challenges to public education were not yet being heard

i:::nd WSO' Some public school teachers were described as having been

:'",-si and oppressive, particularly in communicating to their pupils the

-.:-':rg that they,'as blacks, had something deficient about them. But

n:-'e often the men referred to the poverty of their youth as having pre-

' =::ed them from getting a decent education in the schools. They were

l-*;,ia-\'s too hungry or too poorly clothed to feel confident in school, to

LL:rrrl quickly, or to want to stay there longer than the required minimum"
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Many of the wso leaders had become intellectually alive after
-:aving school, in the army where several finished their high school
:.plomas' or in contact with movement people who directed their readings
:c Afro-American history and later to the writings of r\{aIcolm X. More
:: the point, wso leaders felt themselves possessed of an education
.:out the world, the way it rea1ly is, which is denied to the graduates

:: ihe best schools and co11eges. Robinson took frequent delight in a
::blic rehearsal of wsots task of "educating white 1ibera1s,, from the

-:--i'ersities and seminaries who came to wso for training. poor Negroes
--:-,-e a "mother wit" which courd take them far even in this world" Thus
-'-r charge of being uneducated and unqualified to work was interpreted
.. iust another form of the white man,s unsubtle means of keeping the

":-':k man in his place. rt was even the case that centennialrs employment

; ---cy explicitly discriminated between those applicants who had a high
-:::oo1 educatior! and those who had a high school d_ip1oma. The latter

=:'e not acceptable to drive its trucks.

To be adjudged by white soclety as "undisciplined,, and ,,irrespon_

:-:-e' meant that the white man was simply incapable of appreciatlng
.= ciscipline and responsibility required for keeping alive in the ghetto.

- --: ivord "responsible" in the middle class idiom meant an ability to
'-':':age funds, jobs, and relationships, which the poor black man had

-' r-''3r been given, for goals which were systematically denied him.
'::-eover, the black man had worked hard duringyears of slaverx, with
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:.a-compensation but his life, in building an affluent nation. Now, it was
said' he could not participate in its fruits because he was ',irresponsible,,'

The fact that wso men had criminal records, including felony

-on"victions, meant to the men that they had paid for what they had done

','iong: whereas, they believed, the great majority of people in the white

-ommunity commit crimes for which they are never punished. Therefore,
:-ese black men were not to regard themselves as inferior persons for
-r-"ing been in jai1, but were, in fact, free of their w.rongs. A,most

:-'-ery one of the leaders, at one time or another, ',confessed,, to having
*l:le something for which he had gone to jai1. They never excused them_
,'=ives of culpability for what they had done, though they saw plenty of
--'--dence that the courts had looked upon them with racist eyes, But with
--3 exception of Darden's trouble with the non*commissioned officer in

:i-3 army, for which he had been punished with a dishonorable discharge,
'I So men did not explain their convictions on grounds of racial exploi-
''.:ion by the police or the courts. For that reason, among others, they
''-=r'e free to be very critical of actual police harassment, trumped charges
:-:.d the like,

About the marital problems of their fellows and themselves,

; SO men seldom spoke" when they did it was in terms of the difficulties
: :nan faces in acting the role of a good husband and father when it is so
-'ard to get and keep a good job. The job standard for centennial, that a
.:an be living in the bonds of marriage, was clearly a tough one to get
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,a?ound' ostensibly the standard was set to guarantee the security of
:he salesman, his likelihood of staying with the job, keeping out of trouble,
:'nd avoiding money problems which might provoke irregularities in the
l'av he handled company collections. This kind of requirement probably

:unctions in many other firms and industries where the hiring of Negroes
-s not the issue. wherever it is enforced it acts harshly upon men from
:ie ranks of the poor.

The requirement of a favorable and continuous empl0yment record
''-""s preiudicial for the reason that it works hardest against those who have
'::e least opportunity to work in favorable circumstances for an uninterrupted
'=:rure' rt,too, was a requirement almost impossible to overcome by wso,s
-:nstituency and was regarded therefore as patently unfair.

centennial 0perated, in the ideol0gy of wso, a veritable plan_
=':ron of Negroes who were, 1itera11y and figuratively, doing the white

:r-''n's dirty laundry, though "gainfully employed,, and ,,protected,, 
legal.y

-:-- rheir rights by a recognized union. Centennialrs plantation Negroes
'-:i'e portrayed as urban slaves of a system which depended upon their

-=cor, but which exploited them in every respect. The goals which \MSO
-:manded' eight black routemen and recognition of wso as the empl0yment
':ent for the firrp, \^rere chosen precisely because they were the accessions
'.-.rch Centennial could not make and sti1, hold to its practice of keeping

. -:cks out of financially rewarding positions. WSO was attacking a
-a:egor'yof exclusion. centennial was a rhetorical symbol exemplifying
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F*t was insidiously present throughout the sociar and economic structure
wherein aggressive, lower class Negro men were written off as unfit for
a productive role in the system.

n Rhetoric, according to Kenneth Burke, is designed ,, o o . to move

or persuade the self and others to attitude or action, "1 Rhetorical symbols
are gauged to appeal to a sense of justice. Burke suggests that the chief
:'hetorical device is identification, with its reversal, which is dlvision.
The symbol must establish a unity in moral conviction, mutual interest,
and common suffering, all of which may have been latent in the common

experience of diverse peoples, but which cannot be said to have existed
:rntil-fixed within the shared consciousness of the ageat and his audience

:n the form of a power symbol" The symbol, to be effective, must summon

?n appeal to values which both agent and audience affirm undeniably, to
:"'common history which both share, and to a future in which their lives
and interests will be merged inevitably.

The reversal of symbolic identification, which is division, is
:he result of a rhetorical interchange by which the same values and marks

of identity which establish the unity of agent and audience are used to

consign the opponent to the outer darkness of unattaehed existence. To

be sure, rhetorical.symbols can misfire. Or, more accurately, they

3evelop a two-edged effectiveness. Because they discriminate more

1-Burke, Perman€nce, p. 61"
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erplicitly the grounds of disagreement between ideologically opposed

parties, they can enhance the means for both sides by which the opponents

s.r'e held in contempt.

Chester Robinson and the West Side Organization were engaged

:n a rhetorical strategy in their selection and prosecution of the Centennial

:ssue. It was designed to convinee the various audiences with which WSO

ras involved, but especially the 1oca1 audience of street-wise men, that

Centennial Laundry was the kind of business operation which offended

:rost severely the Negro malers opportunity to attain economic self-

sufficiency through normal employment channels, and that the West Side

Grganizatlon was determined to act out the legitimate protest of the

"rictimized black man in this situation.

That this tactic was successful among the men along the street

r:ay be argued from the evidence of many responses. WSOrs meetings

Tere often crowded and always 1ive1y with persons who had come to speak

:heir grievances, which were faithfully recorded by Keating. The aetion

of picketing Centennialrs place of business made its point among many

residents, several years before Operation Breadbasket used the same

technique of selective buying boycotts and picketing of firms which refused

to hire blacks at middle management levels" In 1967, in a series of

random interviews of men on the street corners, I asked the question,

''What do you think WSO has done that has made a real difference in this

community?" The replies were eentered on three main points: the work
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qf'-wso leadership among the youth gangs of the neighborhood (an approachI

'vhich had begun in earnest the summer before); the leadership given by

1\'so during the 1966 June riot in the neighborhood;1 and the "successful"

:ampaign against centennial Laundry which had begun and ended more

.han three years before the time of asking.

Another suggestive sign of its effect was the negative response

,i'hich WSO|s action was receiving from those in the community who saw

.rd disparaged its appeal to the men of the street. This is a matter to

:e treated more extensively later in this chapter, but we may note that

:i-iarges of "riff-raff, " "dope peddlers and bums, " and "chesterts gang"

',!'ere quickly leveled at the group which was audaciously representing

-:self as spokesman for the real people of the near west side. The charges

: ame apparently from the established, black church leadership of the

-cmmunity, as well as from within the leadership of the west side

lirristian Parish.

But, in addition, there were some more affluent and prominent

:::rsons on the near west side who responded positi.vely to WSO's campaign

-:"ecisely because it was obtaining the support and cooperation of chron-

-:a11y victimized young men of the street. Florence Scala was one of the

=:-rliest supporters of wso, as were certain of the businessmen, who,

::ilowing the riots of 1966, tried to form an alliance with WSO and certain

ifnfra., pp. 211-45.
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other agencies to be cal1ed Agencies, Business, and Community.

The controversy with centennialrs management was intense

and heated for nearly four months before the entire campaign was neutral-
ized by a controversial court injunction which prevented wso from
pursuing its selective boycott and picketing of centennial. Thereafter,

the issue was fought out in the courts in a scene and with resources far
removed from the street society of the west side. wso ',won,, its court

battle against Centennial Laundry after two years of complicated legal

action during which the Chicago City Missionary Society retained the 1egal

assistance of a prominent, liberal attorney, Abner Mikva. Black routemen

ivere hired by centennial although lMSo by no means gained the power to

screen and recommend those who qualified for each job as it arose" But

the vital point which wso won in the court was that they could not be

legally enjoined from instituting boycott actions against a firm practicing

discriminatory hiring, a tactic now widely used by Operation Breadbasket

and other civil rights groups.

5. direct militant action

Following the failure of the agreement with Centennial Laundry,

in the early part of October, 1964, WSO began its most intensive period

of activism against the laundry. Distributing leaflets and establishing

pickets were the means" centennialts management was accused of reneging

on its agreement to hire black routemen and to accept wsots recommendees,
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ffais was interpreted as having been an agreement with the ,,community,,

and the neighborhood was canvassed for persons willing to ca*y signs
in front of the laundry plant on Roosevelt Road. A particular time was
$elected for the picketing to begin, and a post-picketing meeting was
scheduled for WSO headquarters to talk over the day,s events and plan
for the next day' rn later months this period of activism was interpreted
b3' Crawford and others as a high point for WSO,s 1ife, although Keating,s
records indicate numerous occasions of minor difficulties within the staff
over the assignments and responsibilities connected with the action. But
,ew persons were coming into wso who were willing to picket centenniar.
The-news media had taken notice of this controversial new approach to
ire problems of employment within a community. centennial,s management

,io """oonded with indications that it had been definitely hurt by the action
eampaign against its business, pressuring w-sors ,,downtown,, 

aLlies, and
:hreatening suit because the Taundry had actuaTTy hireda black driver as
a trainee and l4/so had been unable to send qualified applicants. The
:omrnunity meetings continued to affirm vi/so's approach in spite of thejact that Robinson and others were cerfain that ,,spies,,from 

the laundrv
mere always present within the meetings.

'rn short, for a period of about one month wso was infused with
-e exhiliration of its activism and response. The effect of its actions
Ees never tested, however, due to the court injunction against its
;icketing of centennial 0btained by the taundry management. This
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,nniunction was considered very dubious on constitutional grounds and,l
drew the attention of civil libertarian lawyers. But its effect was to

stiTle \MSO activism at the height of its success.

, While it lasted, however, WSO was forced to deal with another

sort of ehallenge to its leadership in the community, this time from

:epresentatives of an ideol0gically militant group on the west side. on

october 21, representatives from a group called ACT came to the iMSo

community meeting and engaged in a 1ive1y debate on the question of arming

:he people who were picketing in front of Centennial. These representatives

came, they said, as a response to an invitation which WSO had promulgated

eeqerally among civil rights organizations in Chicago to join them in their
r:ogram of action. ACT was the only group to respond.

The debate that evening was long and often incoherent. The ACT

people were eager to drive home their position that non-violence as a
:actic of direct action was weakness unless it contained the explicit threat

oc retaliation by force if force r ras employed against them. The point

mas made explicitly in these words from the leader of Acr:
ff an ACT picketer is molested I guarantee the aggressor wilr
be killed. Freedom is death and death is rreedot-:- 

--"-

chester Robinsonts reported reply w.as an attempt to pa*y this stirring
r'nallsrrgs made in an emotionally alive public meeting.

lKeating, 
"Log, " p. 315.
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- This is a young organization, we are not familiar with picketing.I think most of the male members [of WSO] are not like the usualmembers of the middle class civil rights groups. we don,t' understand "turning the other cheek, ff ilu harre never lived by it,But the question is: Is it right? W-e don't want to start anything.People in this area Qo not like centennial Laundry, we donrt, want to start a riot. I

Another cadreman, ,Iimmy Ha1sel1, added the folrowing to the debate:

This is a go.mmunity organization. we donrt want to say violence,This is all that we know around here. Life here is violence. wewant to hold our heads up" we want to be eitizens living withinthe 1aw" we want to be constructive. If we organize this communitywe will win at centeqnial Laundry. Everyone has to be ready forviolence. Thatrs it.2

rt would seem that the debate was never drawn in such a way
\::at a clear disagreement on violence versus non-violence was ever

a:ticulated' \/so leaders equivocated verbally, but indicated nonetheless

::'at a community organization could not affirm Acrrs ideology of armed
refense. The meeting was long and incruded a challenge from Acr that
lfso was unable to move because it included white men at the top tevel
or Leadership,

on the next day, the Acr representative caIled the owner of
centennial Laundry and announced Acri,s intention of joining \^/so in its
picketing, This prompted a series of panic calls to CCMS and a relay to

'*: 
with the direct ultimatum from ccMS, ,'ff you go with Acr, you

go without CCMS.',

wso met in staff session to discuss the issues. According to

Imi.o. zIbid, , p. 316.
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Keating, Bob Strom tried to line out the alternatives clearly, with the

urdication that a decision was required" WSO could decide to go the route

d revolution and align itseU with the ACT militants and others who would

be happy to have wsors access to the people on the near west side, or

mSO could try to stick with the power structure allles and use their

l,ni-Iuence to make WSOrs interpretations of the problems felt. There was

:m hesitation on the part of WSO!s lea6lership where its decision would

ke if a hard choice was necessary. Acr had been fended off the nlght
-oefore when its people had attempted to sway the public meeting" WSors

di"rection would have to be to try to make the power structure hear and

respond to its perceptions of social reality. It was decided that the ACT

greop1e must be called off the picket lines, and it was done.

This decision had a very positive effect upon the leading members

tff the CCMS board. These men had been feeling a great deal of pressure

fuom their constituency in the churches to pu1l away from wso and its

euyle of activism which was upsetting to a business-oriented membershlp.

f,towever, the threat of anarchy which seemed implicit in the ideology of

ilfue emerging militants was feared even more" The loca1 leadership of

mSO had fended off this threat in the midst of a volatile public encounter,

Tbe next day it had taken explicit actions which denied to the ACT leaders

iarn entrance into the activist campaign wso had mounted and was trying

tn sustain against Centennial. CCMS identified this as the mark of real

Xeadership emerging among the people, which they could interpret to their
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: :;:l-ed constituency. Militancy in the cause of economic justice for

u:=:ployed blacks faclng a category of exclusion from meaningful employ-

n'::- could be distinguished from the threat of violence in the streets.

tirl, i I lad shown an ability to take a stand against violence and support it

iri.:: :he action of cutting off ACTrs attempted intervention. The result

mi= :hat much of the pressure within the board against WSO, which had

,r.;!:::r the explicit form of pressure to shed Strom, Keating and its other

1L::::glements with WSo, was alleviated" Instead CCMS asked that clear

r :=- of communication between the community organization and the Society

r,. T,s.intained so that the board could do its proper job of interpretation.

tri i,lr need not feet obliged to "clear with downtown" before taking action,

: *": *- must undertake the responsibility of providing accurate information,

The response within WSO to this definition of its relationship and

"':.:onsibilities to CCMS is illuminating. Archie Hargraves pressed the

.r,;=s:ion of why interpretation must be the obligation of the cadre? why

i:::orce the people who don't understand the dynamics of wso to make

,:= sacrifices of effort and imagination to enable themselves to understand.

1::-rson saw the minimal request for accurate and up-to-date information

'": : \Yay for the leadership of CCMS to retain a piece of the action, in which

-:=.' had by now become keenly intereSted. CCl\,[S now had another kind of

r'r::.3 in WSO, he believed" They had seen that something vital could happen

u -::- 1oea1 leadership and were intrigued, There was a fine line between

n:.ral interests and responsibilities, and the attempt to control. Robinson
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in-l'i1d remain skepticalr /et he was aware also that WSO had achieved a

;-:sition of respect.

i " regotiations and mediation

Duri.ng the first phase of WSO's public action against Centennial

::-= CCMS board had indeed infused its own interests and conceptions of

:-:-= conflict by introduclng agents of mediation. First, the Fair Employ-

::::rr Practices Commission and, later, the Chicago Commission on Human

.:: =-a:ions attempted to investigate the dispute and intervene between the

: ::munity organization and the laundry. In both cases their actions

:===ed to have been instigated by requests from CCMS board members

ii-:-:, 1!.ere obviously hoping to end the matter.

These initiatives were not particularly welcome to WSO; nor were

:",:=-.- r"ebuffed" WSO maintained that it had nothing to hide and was willing

: : :onsider whatever might be forthcoming from the attempts of these

r-"-rps to perform a mediating ro1e. wso maintained, of course, that

*:: trispute was between the laundry and the "community" and decisions

u::-d have to be submitted to the community meetings. Meanwhile, the

-,.:ership of WSO would listen and consider.

The actual process of negotiation and mediation is a long and

::-,- complicated story,.weIl documented in Keatingts "Log. " Eventually,

:.::; Commission on Human Relatlons played the larger role in trying to

r":-blish some agreements. But this phase of the activity, which lasted
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more than one month in the fal1 of 1964, brought WSO into fuller contact

m--:r well-intentioned, white liberal forces in several areas of the city's

::ll-ic life" It is important for us to understand the performance of responses

:- 1triSO leadership throughout this period, not only as it affected the actual

:-ediation process that was instituted by CCMS intervention, but as it

-':-ated to all of the various white, al1ied and friendly agents interested

-: 1-VSO and its problem.

It is he1pfu1, I believe, to consider the actions of WSO in relation

: - -is white, liberal audience as another dimension of a rhetorical strategy.

-:e appeal of the Centennial target to the loca1 constituency was toward

-:entity in the face of a common foe, an exploiter of black manhood. The

'-:pea1 to the whites was an instance of what we have called, following Burke,

:::: strategy of "ingratiation. "

The leadership acted very carefully to preserve the distinct

-:entity of their nascent movement as a ghetto-based polity of the very

:*3or. As we have seen, from the very first occasions when the street*wise

::-3n were asked to respond to the idea of an organization of their own, 1ed

:-.- them and supported by whites, they were wary of the commitment of

::e several white men who were actually participating. And they were

=:spicious of the strings that were actually attached to all of them through

:::e people and the. funds that came from the Urban Training Center and

:-'-entuaIly from CCMS; yet, though they harbored these doubts themselves,

-: !t/as the cadremen who found themselves interpreting and reassuring
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mirers whom they brought into WSO that the white ministers were on the

ievel, that there was real commitment to self-direction by the local people,

.la:.d that the strings attached did not control. With this responsibility upon

if,hem, they also had to act out their independence. At the same time, their

m:ategy demanded that their claim upon the interest of the "downtown"

mbites not be dissipated. The leaders needed to show militancy and

resoluteness before their constituency on the near west side, and yet

es;ract a measure of respect and commitment from their restive allies

m. the skyscrapers downtown. we have seen, in par,t, how this genuine

nespect and commitment was obtained and preserved, particularly in the

Sace-off with the ACT militants"

We have seen, also, that WSO never attempted a power confron-

tp:ion with ccMS, in the style of the woodlawn organi zation, for the

aEry- good reason that it did not have the raw power with which to bargain

m'th anybody, at least at this point. It had as its one resource its appeal

ae a victimized group" No one else spoke for these particular people

m;hin the entire urban constellation of power groups. But wSo did.

Ilberefore, with those persons who considered themselves liberal and

lesponsible, WSO bore an acknowledged claim, a moral right, to be heard

*md to be regarded in their particularity.

This was the rhetorical counter with which \MSo played. The

;beral establishment was committed to hearing the WSO people because

m who they were and who they represented. T\Mo could act with the
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Estitutional power of a community in some control of its latent political
-orce" \4/SO could rely only upon its symbolic power, with the vague
-:nplication or threat that raw political power might be latent within the
:::uch larger constituency of unorganized people who felt the same way
:::ey did about their predicament.

This kind of symbolic power is, of course, very fluid. Its real
-:--:iuence is quite incalcuIabIe, perhaps even ephemeral. It can be expended

'=sily, or uselessly dissipated, for the reason that it depends upon a
.-:'ategy of "ingratiation" which can lead to a real interdependence of
-'--'erest and destinies" But no one is quite sure of the parameters of moral
=sponsivity to such appeals as are made solely on the basis of right, the

--=:ms of the victimized as such, Much depends upon events, like the
.-,:s of WSO's neighborhood in the summer of 1966, to reveal what meaning
'.--: authoxity, in a political sense, a group will have which has established
s ceing on a purely moral base. When suddenly, in the midst of civil
-*=ci-der' the policer goveroment, press and television, clurches, citizenry,
' -''a gangs, and the leadership of the civil rights movement in the city
: in other sectors of the country, all descend upon a particular neighbor_
- f and look for leadership, for networks of communal relationships and
'::'ces of information and opinion, then WSors particular legitimacy as

- :irresentative authority becomes visible. When events such as this are
: :ripping the city, as in the everyday bargaining and manipulations of

"':r groups, wsots influence and authoritl,. are not very much in
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,$rl:=r"", and may not become engaged.

The point is that, in the beginning at least, the moral force of

:O:s action was about all it had to work with in relation to the people

m"llrs-iie of its community. The study reveals a stance in which the leaders

r:r-:ated a concern both to communicate a perspective for which they felt

:*":onsible, and to avoid an accommodation of that perspective to their

1'rm-:r-ful, white audiences. They had to experience the fine line of differ-

*r:: between "checking with downtown" before taking an action in the name

l:r ,fSO, and maintaining essential lines of communication--of eliciting

$ti-::ere concern without eontrol.

Black Power ideology since 1966 has entailed a form of confron-

::r:-on of perspectives, in which the white power group must feel the

.n:=lsity of alienation and disjunction between the white world and the black;

;iu s was certainly an early militant group in the chicago seene, but its

1---;iancy bore a very pragmatic character. The requirement to "teu it
.:e it is" meant some responsibility on the part of the black speaker to

u:=b1e certain audiences, at least, "to hear it like it is. " Alienation of

:^: whites for its own sake was not considered desirable or a necessary

;:ategy to establish wSo's credentials of militancy, even though ACT

.:C other ideologically explicit groups urged WSO to get rid of the whites"

As spokesmen for wso, the leaders, and particularly, Robinson,

::complished this by keeping the wSo concerns and "demands" very close

. -' the elemental needs of the people in the community, They resisted

*

*,

&
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;eing bound up in any "philosophies" which they perceived emanating from
!'rt source' They appealed to an imaginative understanding of what was

rappening to the young men who were going jobless on into their middle
?:=rs, to the youth who were harassed by the police and driven from the

st:eets in their own neighborhoods, and to the welfare mothers who had

a': one to pr'otect them when their meagre support was expended or
::eatened. when they spoke cornpellingly of these things, and of their
'::ght" to act as advocates of the poor, even in militant actions that went
&{r-:nst the grain of "due process" and "fair bargaining,' ldirect boycotts
u'*:e sti1l regarded as very harsh in those days by the tiberal community),
ilLr3-;1vspg very hard to deny. And thus wso won its way with many advocates
u^:r had never been made to see the situation from a perspective of an

m.i:ee man or woman.

wso earned the access it has enioyed into certain power centers

a,lr: kept its identity grounded in its loca1 base among the very poor. In so

0r{':€' wso came to be regarded as a real bridge between communities who

t'r+il: 5s16.m, if ever, communicated before. After the centennial episode

lhe:e has never been any doubt, either within the community, or outside,

'mu: rt was that spoke for WSO, i. e., Chester Robinson and the cadre,I

lot'ty adversaries like Dr. Deton Brooks of the city Anti-poverty&":s:am could stirl declarm publicly about the ' organization whichlrrn Eenedict has among the west, side Negroes, which is-run for him byffiHr"'-- strom, another white man." This 
"Lt"*"nt was made at a luncheonur --;e Divinity School of the University of Chicago.
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\ - The rhetorical strategy of creating unity in identiflcation with

black unemployed men who were attacking a system felt to be repressive

evoked a familiar response among persons and groups, some of them

repr?esenting 1iberal, establishment elements within Chicago. These

'cersons could scarcely deny the validity of the grievances which WSO was

pointing up in the campaign against Centennial Laundry. Those who were

sociologically trained, or simply attitudinally inclined to recognize the

r"eal causes of Negro, hard-core unemployment in racial victimization,

:ou1d not ignore the justice and cogency of WSOts program" The difficulties

",hich WSO encountered in obtaini.ng strong support for their actions came

:t the" point of method" The liberal consciousness does not relish con-

::'ontation between adversaries as the means of changing unjust practices

:nd habitual attitudes. As we have seen, WSOIs point was much more than

-orcing adjustments in the laundryrs policies. It was advancing a challenge

:i the nature of the social system as it was perceived within the society of

"re victims" Its mechanisms of advancement were simply closed to persons
-'ke themselves. And even though adjustments within that system are

=iways possible, although compromises could be amanged to al1ow for a

::w openings for Negroes into a heretofore restricted zone of life, the

:asic mechanism was sti1l rigidified.

A black man does not obtain mobilj.ty in the

.:-lowed to move to a white suburb. He is there stil1

.:ring outside of his own will and being. He is not a

system by being

by the grace of some-

free man. For the
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\- ::ronically unempl0yed west sider, to be given a token position, where one
-- his race was not allowed heretofore, might enhance his personal economic
:r;7er' but it rea1ly provides another negative evidence of the essential

' ' -:idity within which he and his fellows are stiI1 powerless and unfree. He
:s stil1 a black man whom the white boss had a110wed ,,to slip through

-::ier the gate, " to use an expression from wsors 10re of victim ization.
wsors campaign was the creation of a symboric victim and the

-=::ruction of its power. It was not a matter to be mediated, within the---:'::ral processes of a society in which free and equal people iron out their
- --erences' centennial exemplified what was insidiously present in ar1
'j =as of the social and economic structure. what sense would a ,,sett1ement,,

_ -_-,e in such an effort ?

Nevertheless' the whrte liberals from the church institutions and
' :::: the various public and private mediating agencies were continually
- =::preting the situation as one in which an agreement was rea,Iy c10se

.- _^_---t .r--r'n.' rn which compromises were required in the spirit of bargaining
' :--:rg equals" Their expectations were continually frustrated by wsors

-sience that they could reach the heart of the issue only by agreeing
: centennial would have to bend, recant, and become what it had no

-.::ri10n of becoming--a pioneer in the amelioration of the hard_core
:rployment problems of poor black men.

The negotiators would struggle to find the language to enable
: I to claim its victory without sacrificing its opponent. when satisfactory
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-crmulas appeared to have been found,

- -r.r in the way WSO understood them to

-.osed.

Centennial refused to camy them

read, and the impasse was never

. The problem for the white, liberal friends of wso was whether
'--:y could accept the harsh implications of \MSo,s rhetorical program, that

-'-: sort of battle of which the centennial episode was just a skirmish could
'-: be settled accordjng to the honored rules of negotiation and compromise.' ::'e was at stake than the adjustment of normal procedures. wso was
-:ching for a share in the power of a substantiar business organization, on

" 
= basis of a human right systematically withheld from its people, the
.;rr to be acknowledged as responsible, worthy human beings according to

'-=lCards of evaluation which were acceptable within the community of
= ' ictimized.

In the years since 1g65 the meaning of militancy within the larger
. .-.-ement for black ,iberation has, of course, escalated toward harsher
' *:"ontations between blacks and the rest of society" The feeling of

" -onsibility on the part of black leaders that their perspective be received
' - ;'nderstood within the white community has apparently lessened, or has
- -ened into the conviction that the white man will never rea11y listen
'-- iorced to do so by the fear of real economic 10ss or civil disruption.
'-": of this escalation and hardening of attitudes was present in \MSo from
::ginning, particularly in relation to their adversaries in Centennial,

' '',-elfare Bureau, etc., but also in the increasing impatience expressed
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:mong \4/SO leaders with having to

-:oing to powerful whites downtown,

::iendly to WSO.

interpret carefully what they were reallv
i. e. , those who were ostensibly

' chester Robinson and william Darden could be disdainful, on
::casions, of the necessity of being sensitive to the feelings of the white
ierals" Nevertheless, during the period covered in this study, roughly
: ;he end of the summer of 1966, WSO was sti1l engaged in several

'-'rvities of interpretation to the white community. crawford and others
' =i-e used frequently as speakers in white organizations, in the suburbs and

'-sewhere. More to the point, in those situations where wso had a vital
' -':anizational stake, the harsh face of militancy was never flaunted in
: ''iay that was heedless of the response to be evoked in the audience.

The negotiating process came to an end on october 28 when a
-:':er was received at wso headquarters from centennial Laundry which
r' =s supposed to contain an agreement worked out between the disputants
:' :ne chicago commission on Human Relations and Edward Marciniak.
- '-= lette.was, in fact, a statement of ,,genera, principles,, upon which
-: :nanagement and wso were allegedly in agreement, including a reference
' :he brotherhood of man and the fatherhood of God. ,, The hard specifics
'=-'e simply left out. wso had a community meeting scheduled for that
-"::: and it was agreed upon in a prior staff meeting to a110w the centennial
. ;-'-err Mr. I,., to read the letter and then compare it with the letter wso
' - jsht it was to receive' The details of the agreement had been recorded
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:;"- a CCHR negotiator who would also be at the public meeting and could

l::est to the betrayal. The public meeting went off as planned. chester

::binson spelled out WSO!s understanding of the substance of the agreement

i;: ihe CCHR man concurred. The lawyer argued that Centennial's com-

::r:ment was to the larger principles involved and he pleaded on the basis

:f t s own sterling record as a liberal champion of the civil rights of the

:=::essed. He was, in fact, hooted down in a meeting that was an uproar,

WSO reverted immediately to its tactics of picketing and door-to-

ll'3r sPPeals to boycott Centennial. The management responded with a

.:j-':- in the District Court of Illinois for an injunction against wsors

::.=paign of activism. The subpoenas were received by al1 of the cadremen

rr \ovember 12, 1964, by strom, Keating, and Hargraves, plus numerous

:fr'3bers of the CCMS board. The charges listed many others, including

:-:-'- John Does intended to lnclude any members of WSO not specifically

ui-:ed, who might engage in activities against Centennial as part of the

a:::-rist campaign which the injunction was intended to block, The injunction

s::ght was actually tied to a civil suit against wso and ccMS brought by

l:::ennial charging loss of business and good wi1l, plus personal damages,

,", amounting to $500,000.

The injunction, if allowed to stand, would throttle the first major

u:rt which \MSO had launched, by which it had gained attention throughout

;:n: city and had been able to ra1ly significant numbers of west siders to

-r1;s f,enner. It hit wso at its highest point of activity and public support.
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E also tied wso iffevocably with the CCMS leaders downtown, since Don

tsenedict was named in the suit as the "founder,, of wso. In short, there

9es a great deal at stake for everyone concerned in the attempt to halt

fr-SO in its tracks.

The first reactlon within WSO leadershlp was exultation, in the

beiief that \MSo had finally brought Centennial out into an open fight where,

5 was assumed, the laundry would be revealed for what it was--an exploiter

m black people--and wsots activism would be sustained. But the pro-

reedings in the District Court the next day showed the reality to be other-

u:se' Abner Mikva was retained by CCMS to fight the injunction on behalf

d all parties involved. He asked that the request for an injunction be
'l:ansferred to a Federal Court. On the afternoon of November 13, Judge

''r=irlius Hoffman heard the arguments and remanded the entire matter back

to the District court, where the injunction was granted. wso now had to

neal with the issue of whether its commitment to IawfuI obedience included

a n-illipgpess to be stymied by the courts.

T.

The cadremen were incensed by the action of the court" There

mas much talk of defying the injunction and continuing the picketing of the

iaundry. However, Robinson and Bryant were favorably impressed with

ff"e advocacy of Mikva for their cause, and they accepted his interpretation

or ihe injunction as a very serious matter which affected civil liberties
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\'"oi the most basic sort. Mikva believed the injunction to be unconstitutional

:r the grounds that it infringed the right of free speech through peaceful

-:monstrations. He interpreted the injunction to mean that wso was

::nporarily enjoined against direct actions i.nvolving the persons and

::'operty of Centennial, but that it did not prevent them from actions by

::ich wso could interpret their situation in general to its constituency

'.-i hopefully maintain the loyalty of the people throughout the attempt to
'.-.-e the injunction removed.

wso had previously scheduled a street ral1y for the saturday

' '--or'ving the injunction, and this was translated into a public gathering

'-J away from the Centennial buildings in which the injunction could be

' -::iained to the people and the wso cause a-ffirmed. The ral1y was held

-,r Hargraves in the role of interpreter. He urged the people to be

' - -"]'pulous ln obeying the letter of the injunction but not to lose confidence
', .:e forces seeking to preserve their rights to free speech, especiall;r

--o" The ra1Iy was not a huge success in terms of numbers--only sixty

:-'sons attended, But the spirit of the event was very positive from the

. _:--: of view of WSO.

The question became that of decrding what actions could yet be

'""=:taken to preserve WSots position against Centennial, and who could
':= lhem' The injunction was, in fact, so broad that the leadership of

: I rvas effectively stopped for fear of endangering their personal liberty.
' '. cadremen had records with the courts rvhich might result in severe
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penalties if they were amested for defying the courts.

Into this juncture Archie Hargraves and others proposed that the

lrlrrches and other forces of good will in the community, and perhaps the

e,arion, be invited to step. Hargravesr mind was on the Albany, Georgia

siernonstrations of 1962 wherein Martin Luther King had been able to bring

c,lrurch leaders and others from all over the United States to stand with him

&aainst the forces of law and order in that town" WSO'dras powerless to

a,cl in its own right, but the churches were free to act in its support. He

proposed,therefore,that WSO allow itself to be upheld by means of a massive

campaign for sympathy and support to be organized by the churches.

WSO consented to this general proposal and agreed, for its part,
'ro continue working quietly among the 1oca1 constituency in order to produce

:L=e people from the near west side for a support rally to be held December 5

or 12" The question then became how to get the movement launched. Time

ffas very short, and it qulckly became clear that the latter date was the

only possible one. WSO, therefore, planned a community dinner for Decem-

ber 5 as a means of rallying the constituency for what was to follow a week

ia:er. It was decided that the proper form for the ra1ly would be a "witness

service, " that is, a meeting with a distinctly religious identification in order

to prevent the injunction from applying to it. The first group to be approached

:o act as sponsor and organizer of the service would be the Church Feder-

a:ion of Greater Chicago, through its Urban Church Planning Commission.

Kilmer Myers from the Urban Training Center was to make this approach,
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n' Myers immediately faced the expression of negative feelings

:sainst wso on the part of Methodist and Presbyterian representatives

-r this commission who were strongly supportive of broad community

::'ganization approaches, and who believed that wso was a group of only

':le type of community member which had gone off on its own in the attempt
:: represent and speak for the near west side. wso had not sought the

-=1p of the churches heretofore and was now interested in being bailed

' -:' They recommended that the matter be passed instead to the more
: -'oadly inclusive Conference on Religion and Race, which indeed included

". Roman catholics and other groups not active in the church Federation,

" The conference \Iras hospitable to Myerrs advocacy of wsors
: - sition and was already fairly well informed on some of the issues.

--';va had provided a strong argument against the legality of the courtrs

-.:ceedings and pointed out the possible ramifications of a negative action

,,:'rnst'f,/so in terms of precedence in further actions. There was a

::-]-.ure of feeling, however, as to whether this was the right time and

--=:e for the churches to make a direct stand. Lawyers and one judge on
'-"- Conference raised questions about the reasons for such an injunction
: r felt that more study of the matter was reguired. Moreover, they

=:-:ed an interview with the wso staff itself. And they would also have

. _:-eeting with the lawyer from Centennial.

on December 2 wso had its hearing before the conference on
:: 

=--gion and Race in the persons of a special committee assigned to review
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\'- 're whole matter" The feeling was evident immediately that the conference
'','as interested in acting in mediation, one prominent brack leader,
--rchibald carey, a former alderman, had already tested the ground with

' :-e judge who had issued the injunction and with centennial's lawyer to
-=:'rn the price of an agreement which would withdraw the lnjunction. carey
':-'ofessed to be deeply worried that if the case was allowed to proceed the
-iunction would stand, not just for the Centennial case, but as a precedent

' "' -uture civil rights disputes. He urged the wso staff to make an offer
'--ch would resolve the issue outside of the courtroom.

In this exchange the cadremen and advisors stood fast by thelr
-:::and that the terms of the original agreement worked out by Marciniak
' -* ihe chicago Commission on Human Relations be written and signed by
.:--:ennial' otherwise, any other cessation of activities for the sake of
: -i-oving the injunction meant simply that wso was disarmed and back

"'-3 very start' Bryant and Robinson, in fact, refused to enter into
. . _:iations as long as the injunction stood. Carey was angry with their
-" =:rsigence and tried to obtain from Mikva, by phone, some idea of the

.-s by which the proceeding could be stopped. Mikvars advice was not
'=:otiate because he felt that the result would also be detrimental to

: -:i"ther actions of the type wso had undertaken. The word would be
..=i around that the way to halt a communrty or civil rights group was
:':,in an i.njunction forcing them to negotiate.

The meeting ended with nothing resorved except that the commission
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i was not IikeIy to respond to the request to give public support to WSO in

i.ts "witness service. " And indeed it did not; nor was anyone successful

'in obtaining national figures to come into Chicago to lend their power to

, ihe movement on the near west side" In the end, WSO was left with its

. community dinner (reportedly 450 people were fed) and an inspiring, but

lather lone1y, Saturday afternoon "witness service" in its own headquarters,

:o which exactly three outsiders (Mr. & Mrs" Kim Myers and Chris Ronnow

f"rom the Church Federation) Ient their presence.

WSO was stopped in its tracks as far as the Centennial issue was

3oil'cero€d" More than a year passed before the civil suit was tried and

@t by Centennial. But by then trVSO had moved on into other fields of

acrivity. Nevertheless, the event of the courtts decision was marked in

as a "victory" for the organization and the community.

the meantime, the crises for wso became internal. The

ini*;a] funding of the organization from the Urban Training Center was

ryended and not renewed, the decision having been made by the urc
Ssara that lt was not itself funded to provide support for community groups,

{m to train ministers and laymen in new forms of ministry. Subsequent

*r'asts in sma1l amounts from the CCMS were to ease some of the burden

"d support for the fulI-time leadership of WSO and its other expenses, but

num before WSO had undergone several lean months when no one but the

'mm:e consultants were drawing salaries. Ironically, the failure of the

umu:ch forces to stand with WSO agalnst Centennial and the end of direct
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\.':rnding from urc coincided fairly closeIy, making the visible signs of

-lterest and commitment on the part of the churches to wso very faint

-:rdeed. Through the first months of 1965 the cadremen knew without doubt

r::at they were free from any threat of manipulation from the outside.

The Formatjon of a Constituenc) for \yJ9

The philosophy of organization behind the founding of wso
:-early implied a form of direct democratic control by the people of the

,::nmunity. This was exe mplified from the beginning in the practice of

- =:erring all decisions to the weekly community meeting. As noted above,
' .-s style of decision-making underwent modifications during the first few

'::ths until the community actions were little more than ratifications of

, --i decisions, if indeed they were even put to a vote. But these changes

" 
-" s:y1e and form were intimately related to a process of defining the real

- -:-stituency of wso, of determining for whom it would speak and act, It
: :a1s process that is now to be interpreted"

Hargraves and the UTC consultants were not reticent in advancing

=-:' belief that the WSO style of organization required direct democratic

: . :j'nance by the people who declared their commitment to wso. There

::::'rlred to have been no debate over the merits of that approach in the first
:- ::-",tive meetings. The plan was to begin with an action by a few street

r'-:j"s which would establish the style and credibility of the organization"
-".:-- ihe question of governance would be put to the peopre who had been

. .-*. in
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After two months of working with the men who became the inner

-adre, after

=s sistance, at a time when the C gn was just getting

'-1derway, it was determined that a temporary community council should
:: elected at an open meeting" The council would act as a governing
: .,-'ard for WSo until such time as a permanent constitution could be devised

=:-ci another group of community leaders elected under its provisions. The

---e of the temporary community council was not to exceed ninety days.
This format was introduced to a community meeting and the

-=-ection of a council was completed. The first interpolation of a strategy
;--ch seemed to be out of phase with the philosophy of direct rule by the

-=l;o1e was the election to the post of temporary chairman of a white semi-
'-=:'ian who was employed at a neighborhood Lutheran church, and who was
. :=nding his first community meeting. Keating and strom were dumb_

: -;-r.ded at this procedure and attacked the development immediately in
'--: very meeting at which the young man was elected by the assembry.

- --: persuasive influence of thewhite consultants prevailed, and a new

:-.lrion was held then and there" The second choice for chairman was

, -" cider community man, a church member, a faithful and energetic
,- ":orter of \MSo in its early days, but one who was definitely not of the
: ^ .'= etS.

To the further amazement of Keating,

=. he and Strom had crossed up the well_1aid

he learned after the meeting

plans of the cadremen.

d-L

and

least seventy persons had been placed in jobs due to wso,s
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:r hey had determined that a white man, a definite outsider, should be

=:ected the first chairman, Chester Robinson attacked Keating for inter-

:::ing and giving evidence that he didn't understand the community at all"

l:ie white man, he argued, could have led the council as one above and

.-:art from the internal community tensions which were already present

,:.,d would only be exacerbated by contention over leadership within WSO.

licw that a loca1 man, Mr" D., was in as the council president, they were

;-l in for trouble, Robinson predicted" And so indeed, they were.

The vexing question soon came out as to who was to be responsible

:: -,,r.hom" Leaving aside the legions of UTC trainees and the two white

:-',rsu1tants, whose accountability within WSO was always a problematic

:atter because of their ties elsewhere, the contentious issue was whether

ri:s community council actually was empowered to direct the staff, whether

,: simply presided at meetings, or whether it enjoyed some measure of

:::hority between those extremes. Mr. D. believed himseU mandated

:::" major leadership responsibilities within wso and the community as a

l*,::o1e. The cadre felt that he was unrepresentative of the "peopIe, " and

: : rl-d not lead them.

There were also factional conflicts internal to the staff. Blutcher

::-"-ant had been given the title of Director as the result of his being the

:l:st to come and stick with wSo, as well as in acknowledgment of his

-=adership abilities. But Bryant, as was noted earlier, was not of the

'::eet community either in the same sense as were Robinson, Clark,
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I\' Crawford and the others' No one doubted his commitment or his ability
:o speak for wso to outside groups, hostile and friendly. But within the
organization he could require little, if any, accountability from the inner
crrcle which had become welr defined by the second and third month.
-'Ieanwhire, Robinson, clark, steward, crawford, Davies, Jones, Halse'l
:ed others u/ere much more in evidence ',on the street,,as they carried
:r the out-of-office activities of wso" Their leadership was being acknowl_
=Cged in places where Bryant,s was not,

The emergence of the street leader core was not without its
='iects in other sectors of the community. originally the staff had assigned
::e-of its number to be a contact person throughout the community with the
:-ack churches, contacting primarily the pastors. It was soon evident,
-lwever, that the pastors were, by and 1arge, very distrustful 0f this

=rerging leadership. rt was not 10ng before reports w.ere reaching wso
:- pastors who warned their members against association with the ,,riff_raff,,

'-:ment in V[/SO" The cadrernen w.ere identlfied as "Chesterrs gang, ,,

,.:-C even "dope fiends. "

one of the key persons reporting the existence of these feelings
:,- the outside, and especially in the churches, u/as an energetic and very
::e11igent, young black woman named Betty perkins, who appears fre-

-'-;:nt1y in Keatingrs notes as one who spoke forcefully in public meetings
''-l was consulted in matters affecting the community, she was a faithful
----irch member as well, and was resisting the advice of her own pastor
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:: :orego association with the organization. At a community meeting on
f:-,-ember 25, 1964, when WSO was struggling to find some means of

""=-ntaining its momentum in the face of the court injunction, Betty
F=:kins spoke out in a way she had been reluctant to do before.

The churche5 are dying because of the preachers. I was toldnot to come here. They have control 0f the community. Itrsthe preachers who are ielling the people to stay away. Theyare saying that we have nothing nut a tuncrr of dope addicts"They say that they have known them from their youth up. Theywere telling me they have addicts here and wilr have no part of us,and they are telling their people to stay away, They started onme and I was angry.

They say in their own time they will get their own comm unityorganization. They said the whole se"t-up here is just a mess.r just came 
:igi'1 0ut of my coat I was so angry--really r did:To put the churches to a tlst,- ler's ;i;;;"ch with the crergy

1"""?" 
the injunction issuer and see wrrrat it is tr,"y have against

!:":ish, Rev. M.,

:: :stablish itself

rt was not only the black clergy that doubted the worth and
;:--dify of wso leadership. The director of the west side christian

was also deeply worried over the movement of WSO

as the representative of the near west side community.
r:e parish was a project of the ccMS and had been present in the com_
::::rity for more than twelve years. Archie Hargraves had himself been
r :ounder of the parish. some of the white staff members of the parish
u: been supportive of WSO from the beginning and enjoyed good rapport
m:::l the leaders. Bryant was a member of one of the parish congregations.

lKeating, 
"Log, ,, p. 424.
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\, Rev, M., however, was mistrusted by Robinson. Moreover, he had made

the mistake of trying to keep in touch with the inner workings of WSo by
irleans of hiring one of the respected cadremen as a kind of agent for the

.Parish within wso, but without revealing this move to anyone on the inside

:r wso. Thus the faithful cadreman, out of work and ',out of pocket, ,, and

'ierefore highly vulnerable to the Parishts offer of $75 per week to be

.l.reir quiet mouse in the corner, was put into the difficult position of being

_':garded as a spy.

The whole matter of the Parishrs relationship to WSo broke into

::--a open over this matter of the ,'spy, ,, with Rev, M. present, at an

''-iarged staff gathering. His argument was that the parish had a vital

'-''ke in a real community organization, broadly based, which meant that

= couldntt a1low WSO to become unrepresentative of the people he knew

':--: "vorked with" Keating articulated this to mean that Rev. M. distrusted
' -= leadership of WSO, particularly Robinson. A report had gotten back

- -f,,obinson that Rev" M. had spread the charge that he, Robinson, had

' =.'-'-ed as a pay-off person for the First ward machine in the last electl0n.

I --= altercation continued until a motion was made to bar the 1eadership

- -:e Parish, with certain named exceptions, from alI WSO activities,
-. - 

= motion was eventually defeated, but its intention carried, insofar

' ' -iev' M' and certain others a1lied with the Parish were concerned.

The dispute became the occasion for a discussion of what really
"-'-:ed for gaining inclusion within WSO. William Clark and others
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\articulated the only satisfactory credential to be the willingness of a
person to put himself "on the line" with wsc--to prove loyalty l:y partic-
ipation. No other definition of belonging was credible.

The same theme was heard again when, at the end of the council,s
linety day triaI, it was time to make plans for the adoption of a permanent
:onstitution. strom had been given the task of presenting a draft of a
:onstitution for wso to the staff meeting. His suggestion was a simple
s:atement of democratic procedures for nominating, electing, and empow_
::'ing a broad structure to rule wso. The vote was to be lodged with

--r fide members of wso who were present at the community meeting for
=-ection' The staff would then be held responsible to the decision by the

=-ected board"

The cadremen responded with the charge that this would have the
.:-ect of throwing control to persons who themselves had not fought for
-= organization nor understood its dynamics. portions of this discussion

- --orv:

clark: we don't want a group to come in here and destroy what wehave been d?ilq. you just can,t t"t-*rryorr" i.r. Maybesomebody will have something personai against some of us,and they will just act on that baiis, and not on the basis ofperformance, Talk is easy. you donrt choose a board likethi.s. There is a lot of dissension in this community that youdon't know about, Bob IStrom].

strom: would you trust the people of this community to be fair withyou ? Itd sooner have an organi zation where the people ofthe community have the say, no matter what happened, thanhave a small group running the organization*
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ll clark: I don't care if one man has the say as 10ng as he is fair.
strom: you donrt trust the community. ff you donrt believe thatthe majority of the people wiit come up with the right, decisions in the long run, there is no Lop" for democracy.

, Clark: Did you trust me when I cqme in here ? Didnrt you asksome questions about me ?I

The proposed structure was finalry recommended by the staff
and accepted by the community meeting. A board of directors was elected
and Archie Hargraves w&s named chairman. However, the fear that the
:isht staff control over 14/so policy wourd be dissipated proved to be

:roundless' The control of the organ ization vr/as never exercised by the
board, but remained within the staff meetings, although board members
pu.iti"ip"ted from time to time in the discussions and decisions, as co_
Toters with the staff, Even staff membership, as such, was usually not
rtarply defined' volunteers, students and interested community persons
mho came into headquarters were arlowed to speak, Even during the
:r1ses of 1966, voting on staff decisions was open to all who agreed to
;u.:t their bodies on the line once the decision was made, However, as
.*ore complex issues of business were considered, such as the various
;:oposals for funds, it became true that only those with constant partici_
;ation in the negotiations were included. In other words, seniority became
:@rative in defining who participated in the decisions. wso w.as, in fact,
uosely controlled. This is not to say that it was unresponsive to that

bg., o. sso.
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\.segment of the community with which it wielded its greatest influence.

To the members of the "street society" on the near west side

'r-S0 was an organization that spoke for them, and therefore, from their
'':r'spective, for the real people of their community. when wso wanted

.:' display to visitors the esteem which the organization had attained

-.:rong unemployed, black men, it referred the outsider to the young

'-ru1t men who spent much of their time, the late afternoon and evening

.-:Jrs especially, around the corner taverns, pool ha1ls, or in wso
--=adquarters itself. rn rg6? one such visitor was George Romney"

These developments by which the character of order and repre-

i=:lt.ativeness were defined within WSO have meant different things to

=:-ious observers and critics of the wso experiment. saul Alinsky

':ned Hargraves explicitly against a style of organizing concentrated

:-on the unemployed because it would split the community instead of

, -'-nging it together. It would seem undeniable that his prophecy was

-:"rect. For those early advocates who looked to the WSO experiment

-i a means of finally enlisting the untapped, creative and numerical

' -'ength of the authentically dispossessed, 'WSO has been disillusioning,

' --' it has revealed that the process of naming who one is within the world,

']- 
j who it is one has for fellows and allies, is inevitably a process which

- _-.criminates as wel1 as includes.

wso was a probe directed at finding and enabling leaders with

-res and perspectives indigenous to the ghetto streets, who would act
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*"- 
"'rithin 

the world upon the matters that affected them most deeply. The
:esuIt was that these leaders rejected organizational forms in which thelr
-'ryle of personal influence with men with whom they were "tight,, was

:irreatened by ostensibly more democratic procedures. The orga nizing

'":sion of wso succeeded, but in ways it did not anticipate. The authentic
. 'reet leaders were found, but their leadership could be exercised only

';:thin a circle limited by the range of their trust and feeling of oneness"

Conclusion

How does dramatistic analysis illuminate these accounts of WSO

-:- j.ts inltial phase of activism ? Wherein are we justified in pressing

-::on particular acts, roles and events, interpretations to which IMe are

-=: by elements of the model of socio-drama which was outlined in

- :-apter I ?

ff the public rehearsal of symbols expressive of social relation-

=--irs occurs for the purpose of upholding, destroying, or altering the

.-:hority of these relationships, it is evident that WSOIs activism bears
-= meaning of a challenge to the authority of the economic order as

. ;:resented in a prominent, 10cat1y based service industry, centennial

-=-:ildry' One can properly press for symbolic significance here because

:;'ch of what wso undertook in its centennial campaign is not accounted

- - by an explanation which stresses the purely instrumental significance

: :,s actions"
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\ wso challenged centennial Laundry on the grounds that its
:mployment policies--its actual hiring practices and the rationality
-:rat defended them--though lega1ly correct in the sense that they had

:-ot been found in violation of the statutes, and more significantly, though
socially accepted, .were actually discriminatory, and flagrantly so.
lentennialts employment practices represented a category of exclusion
;rich faced the young men of wso in almost every encounter with the

=:onomic order, in 1g64 at least. The authority of that order was not
: =ing destroyed symbolically by what wso attempted to do, but it was
::ing altered in the crucial distinctions it employed to determine who
-:-rid be hired in responsible positions. Hence the dramatistic signif-
-:::1ce of the campaign.

The analysis stresses these factors in noting the kind of struggle
- ,L-hich WSO was engaged in defining its strategl, in dealing with the
::'-ous attempts to reconcile or mediate between the contestants, and

- .rterpreting its actions to allies outside of the community who could
: : " appreciate its significance. Its appeals through the press and other
-':iia' and through the important people downtown with whom it associated,

i' :r': on the grounds of the meanings of what centennial represented and

' -.': wso was trying to do for persons categorically excluded from pro_
: * -:.ve roles in the society.

wsors strategy was directed to the personification of the
:" -:-ems of victimization. The "black and lvhite together,, symboli zation
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t

\was intentionally and strategically acted out, The role of local leadership

in representing these meanings ln public meetings, statements, negotia-

tiohs and consultations was insisted upon, not because the meanings could

nof be abstractly defined and articulated by others in sympathy with the

actual persons affected by the problem, but because real flesh and blood

representatives of the cause were deemed intrinsic to its symbolic strategy.

We have noted the role of local leadership in the community meetings,

in the struggle to define the qualifications for representation of these

meanings within the community itself. The struggle for "power" within

1VSO and within the near west side community was conducted on the grounds

of a gepresentative sty1e, Who was it that embodied and personified the
'real people" with a stake in this issue and the organization, and who

could engender a response from the rest of the street and welfare

constituency to whom WSO was addressed ?

With reference to what Duncan has termed the five structural

el"ements of a socio-drama, the foregoing account has attempted to indicate

=otivational forces that are attributable to the situation itself as interpreted

symbolically: to the fact that Centennial was a prominent employer of

i-=ck labor, but had never employed a black route driver; to the fact that

It S0 leadership surfaced from among particular elements of the community

w:rch had been uninvolved in formal organizational life; to the semi-

l*rigious form in which wso community meetings were cast. It has

,-;n:ewise focused on the kinds of action considered appropriate for the
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:'r'rpose of rearranging the hierarchy of symbolic meanings, its selection
rr a target and a certain kind of strategy. The symbolic signrficance of
:'oles played has been noted. wso's empl0yment of various expressive

'-lleans in relation to particular audiences--the laundry, the militants, the
-'r',vntown arlies--and in particular its reliance upon ingratiating styles
'- presentation, have been emphasized. with respect to final goals or
-stifying principles, this sector of the wso account has not provided

''--':ch data' largely because the cultural ground of belief in the righteous-
-:ss of the wso cause was assumed by those who contested its particular
':--llications. when, in one instance, the owner of Centennial Laundry

--,3d to use a statement expressing the common ground of berief in ,,the

.,"rerhood of God and the brotherhood of man,,,to sc"een his alleged
''--rrre to accede to specific demands wso thought it had attained, the

=:.tal of these beliefs was treated with open scorn in a public meeting.
The story of wso's centennial period revears the organization

::._lg in relation to several audiences at once. It discriminated, in
:-':rs of mode of address and style of action, among those whom it
=.:r"ded as its general public or constituency, its significant intimates,

' -'-arious aIlies. The data is not revealing of those audiences which
-r-'can identifies as representing the inward self and the ideal authority,
-;gh again some intimations are given of the inner dilemmas experienced

-'eaching a sense of assurance about whether brack leadership was
,.-ir. expressing itself through WSO.
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tr'inalIy, I have chosen to cast wsors activism in the form of

'' quasi-artistic drama in which doubts about the existing order were
."':-rsed up, ambigulties encountered and embraced, and ,'reasonable,,

-ssumptions about the operation of authority in society were opened

: dialogue among various concerned groups within the city. This is
I say that the alternative forms of socio-drama, such as the recitation

-: iraditlons to be upheld, or as ritualistic expression in the hope of the

--'r'r'e, though present in particular instances, do not account for the

"-'-matic actions I have described as well as does the artistic purpose

. -.-,rned above.


